When Charlie wins at the carnival, he chooses the biggest prize of all—a big, blue and white dinosaur. But soon Charlie finds that Big Tex is too big to go to the park, and he must take Bunny instead. Big Tex is also too big to go to the store, so Charlie takes Teddy. It seems Big Tex is too big to go anywhere! That is, until Charlie gets sick and must go to the doctor, and all his other toy animals are small enough to hide. Then, it is Big Tex who is just the right size. Claire Masurel’s sweet story and Hanako Wakiyama’s charming illustrations will appeal to any child who ever felt too small.
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My 4 and 2 year olds fell in love with this book the minute they saw the cover. Each page has something special that MUST be pointed out EACH TIME I read it to them. The illustration in this book is just so warm and has that quality of "the good old times". Each page is a piece of art by itself! I feel like framing and hanging them in the kids' rooms! Just wonderful heart-warming illustrations, and oh yeah, a very cute story. I hope that this illustrator will be doing more children's books in the future! I recommend it to anybody, not just kids.

I read about this book in Publisher's Weekly, where it received a starred review, and ordered it from . It has instantly become my son’s favorite book. The story is delightful and the illustrations are pure
magic.

My 3 y.o. son and I found this book at his little friend's house and we asked if we can take it for couple of weeks. Well, every singe night we read this book before bed. After a week of nightly reading, my son now can "read" book by himself to me - I am turning pages and he tells me word by word the story. I don't know what exactly attracted him so much - illustrations, story itself or Too Big Tex, but he simply loves the book. I think he sees himself as a Charlie, because he is asking me now to take him to carnival, so he can stop at a ball pitch and win, and choose the biggest prize of all - Tex!!! And take him home to his room!! just had to buy this book for him, because we need return friend's Tex back. It's a great easy story with big meaning in it!
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